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THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE
Nature and Magnitude of the Event The Irish Famine
was a thing of such importance in the history of the world that
it should be called the central mark of the English nineteenth
century, wherein it forms a turning-point.
In the history of English expansion, in particular of the nation's
astonishing advance through the nineteenth century, the Irish
Famine was the visible and invisible cause, negative and positive,
of so many things that it may justly be called the capital event
of the Victorian era. Its consequences are by no means ex-
hausted; the more grave and lasting of them are increasing,
and will continue to increase.
How is it that such an accident, attaching, apparently, to
only one corner of Christendom, and that among the poorest
and the most neglected, should have proved of such con-
sequence? This will be seen in a moment, but we must begin
with a recognition of its great meaning before following its
story; for to regard it as an isolated event, a local one, or, still
worse, to treat it (as most contemporaries did in England) as a
mere relief from pressure, is not only to misunderstand it alto-
gether, but to misunderstand the immediate past of England,
her present—and, for that matter, her future.
The Failure of Repeal. When the Famine fell upon her
Ireland was in a state of the highest political activity, and this
was expressed in the person and through the eloquence of
Daniel O'Connell. That activity took the form of a demand
for the repeal of the Union.
Daniel O'Connell, having obtained Catholic Emancipation,
proceeded to use the organized national forces of Ireland which
he had aroused, and to make them support him h his demand
for the repeal of the Act of Union. But that rapidly increasing
and intensely patriotic population of Ireland was duped. When
the Irish had obtained Catholic Emancipation Daniel O'Connell
had foolishly accepted as part of the bargain the Parliamentary
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